“Friends! Brethren! Countrymen! That worst of plagues, the detested TEA . . . is now arrived in this harbor!”

Introducing a new picture book by Newbery Medalist

Russell Freedman:

THE BOSTON TEA PARTY

New York, NY—Newbery Medalist and highly acclaimed author Russell Freedman offers a riveting depiction of the pivotal historical happening that ushered in the Revolutionary War in THE BOSTON TEA PARTY, illustrated by Peter Malone.

In keeping with his usual style, Russell Freedman takes readers through one of the most tide-turning events in American history with a fascinating you-are-there account. From the arrival of the British merchant ships full of the controversial taxed tea in Boston Harbor in November 1773, through the explosive protest meetings at the Old South Church that followed, to the defiant act of dumping 226 chests of fine tea into the harbor on December 16, 1773, Russell Freedman captures the exciting historical events in vivid prose.

Paired with brilliant watercolor illustrations by English fine artist and illustrator Peter Malone, this nonfiction masterwork will have young readers clamoring to read it again and again. Back matter, including an historical map, an afterword, a time line with key dates, source notes, a bibliography, an index, and information about tea make this an essential addition to every Revolutionary War collection.

RUSSELL FREEDMAN is one of America’s most honored writers of nonfiction books for young readers. His work has garnered numerous awards, including a Newbery Medal, three Newbery Honors, a Sibert Honor, and the Laura Ingalls Wilder Award, the Regina Medal, the
May Hill Arbuthnot Honor Lecture Award, the Orbis Pictus Award, and the Christopher Award. In addition, his books have received many ALA Notable Children’s Books and Best Books for Young Adults honors. In 2007, he received the National Humanities Medal, making him only the fifth person in the field of children’s books to receive this recognition. He lives in New York City.

PETER MALONE has illustrated special gift editions of *Peter and the Wolf* and *The Nutcracker* as well as many books for children. In addition, his work has appeared in *The New Yorker* and even as British Royal Mail stamps. His fine art prints are collected worldwide. He lives in England.

---

Praise for *The Boston Tea Party*
★ “As always, Freedman demonstrates his skill at telling the story behind history, weaving a lively narrative out of the details and voices that shaped one episode of history. The volume has been lovingly designed, and Malone’s memorable watercolor illustrations are beautifully wrought, adding much to the telling.”
—*Kirkus Reviews* (starred review)

Praise for *Lafayette and the American Revolution*
★ “Solidly researched and smoothy written . . . Freedman creates a vivid portrait of Lafayette.”
—*Booklist* (starred review)

★ “[A] superb volume by a master of his craft.”
—*Kirkus Reviews* (starred review)

Robert F. Sibert Award Honor Book
ALA Notable Children’s Book • The Christopher Award
• Best Children’s Book of the Year, *Kirkus Reviews* • *Booklist* Editors’ Choice
Children’s Book Committee at Bank Street College Best Children’s Book of the Year
• *Smithsonian* Notable Book for Children
Sometimes the tea party ships are mistakenly called British. In fact only the tea belonged to East India Tea Company but the ships themselves were American. Nantucket was homeport to two ships that were involved in the Boston Tea Party, the Beaver and the Dartmouth. Even though Dartmouth made history for carrying tea it was built for a different purpose – offshore whaling. Categories.